DEANNA
FOX
Get to know one of the new
faces this year at the Calgary
Christian secondary campus:
Ms. Fox. Visit her staff page
here for more.

What do you like to spend your free time
doing? I love reading fantasy books and
finding new shows on Netflix! Either that,
or I'm hanging out with my niece and
nephew - both adorable and incredibly
clever. I've worked very hard to secure my
status as "the favourite auntie" and I can't
slack off or they'll start to love my sister
more.
What are your hobbies? Reading and
writing! For reading, I mostly stick to
fantasy or young adult fiction. For writing,
I've got a couple novel projects on the go it's just a matter of sitting down and
getting some work done with them!
What
is
your
favorite
store?
Chapters...Each Christmas, I have a
tradition of treating myself to a couple
new books to read over Christmas break!
What is your favorite restaurant?
My parent's house
What is your favorite time of day? Sunset!
The air gets just a bit cooler and the sky
looks beautiful, and usually it means
you're done work for the day!
What is your favourite colour?
My long-standing favourite colour is blue,
but green has been growing on me!
What kind of music do you enjoy listening
to?
I love moody indie music! The
YouTube channel "IndieAir" has supplied
most of my favourites for the past year.
What is your favorite movie? Hm...I can't
think of one as an adult, so I'll admit that
from the age 7 to 15, my favourite movie
was "Quest for Camelot." So good!

HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATH
What is your favourite book (or genre)?
The Naming! The Naming, by Allison Croggan.
It's the first in a series of four books essentially Lord of the Rings, but if Frodo was
a 16-year-old girl who grew up as a slave but is
secretly very powerful. My mom and sister
have loved the series for years, and we're using
audio books to convince my dad to love it too!
What is your favorite food and/or treat? Sour
soothers, for sure. But you can only have so
many of them before your tongue gets all
weird, so you must exercise some restraint.
Cookie dough on the other hand can be eaten
without restraint.
What is your favorite season of the year? Fall!
The leaves changing colour, the jackets, the
scarves, the crisp weather!
Do you enjoy coffee and/or tea or neither?
And how do you like it (cream, milk, sugar,
etc.) Neither...I've never enjoyed the taste of
coffee, and I've only discovered one tea that I
like. Licorice root tea. I'm told by my sister that
it's a ridiculous tea to have as my "favourite."
Do you have any allergies? Or special diet?
I'm allergic to cats - although that doesn't stop
me from cuddling with them from time to
time. My eyes just swell up like crazy
afterward, but that's a price I'm willing to pay if
the cat is cute enough. And pistachios make
my chin itch!

